Stadtluft macht frei (City Air Makes Free)
This is an old medieval Germanic saying, grounded in the legal-political fact that following the medieval burgher revolutions, peasants who were able to stay for one year and one day within the protected walls of the city, gained freedom from feudal bondage. More broadly such a saying points to the liberation possibilities and the great opportunities which cities, particularly the large urban conglomerations which Georg Simmel called "metropolis" and we today would call global cities, tend to offer for individuals and groups to remake themselves and to start anew. But as in Marx's analysis of the dialectics of "free wage labor" under the capitalist mode of production, "free" labor has the double connotation of being "freed" from serfdom or bondage, but also that of being free to be bought and to be sold, which under capitalist conditions for those who own no other means of production than their labor power means the compulsion to have to sell one's labor power on the market in order to survive.
It is crucial to maintain this dialectic ambiguity in mind when analyzing the dual process of liberation from old structures and the opportunity but also the compulsion to enter or create new ones which every process of urbanization entails, and more so than ever in our global cities. When it comes to religion, theories of urbanization grounded in theories of Western European secularization and modernization have tended to view only the moment of liberation from religious tradition and from religious bonds which the move to large cities may entail while ignoring the opportunities for religious innovations and individual and collective religious transformations and new community formations which cities may offer. This was clearly a shortsighted view based on an ideologically secularist and simplistic reading of processes of European urbanization in the 19th and 20th centuries which ignored the broader comparative historical experience and was fixated on a supposedly world-historical process of transition from "tradition" to "modernity" and from "Gemeinschaft" to "Gesellschaft" (Casanova 2011a).
Yet, as Max Weber himself had pointed out, all the great historical religious traditions were born in great urban centers and the continuous dynamics of religious innovation in all religious traditions found their natural space in cities rather than in the country side. It is not by chance that "pagan" (paganus) meant originally simply "country bumpkin," since at first within the Roman Empire one could only find Christians in urban centers. This which is true for ancient Christianity is equally true for the reform movements of Medieval Christianity, for the Protestant Reformation, for 18th century Pietism, for 19th century Evangelicalism, or for contemporary global Pentecostal Christianity, all were primarily urban phenomena. But the same would be true for Buddhism or for Islam, from their origins to the present.
It is undeniable, however, that much of the experience of modern Western European urbanization has been associated with radical secularization, expressed most succinctly in the famous statement of the leading post World War II French Catholic sociologist, Gabriel Le Bras, that the moment a French peasant sets foot in Paris' Gare de Montparnasse, he stops going to church.1 Crucial was the fact that once one left behind the rural territorial parish, one not only ceased being a practicing Catholic in France, but one simply became irreligious. There was practically no alternative of being religious in any other way. Notwithstanding the existence of small Protestant and Jewish religious minorities the basic alternatives were to be either religiously Catholic or irreligiously secular.
Undoubtedly, the process of secularization throughout continental Europe is associated with the liberation from the confessional bonds of the territorial rural or urban parish and in this respect the process of secularization in Europe takes primarily the form of de-confessionalization (Casanova 2009). In the European context, secularization means above all liberation from confessional affiliations and identities, of the kind which were first determined by the previous process of religious and confessional territorialization across Europe that resulted from the post-Reformation religious civil wars and the imposition of the Westphalian principle cuius regio eius religio. This principle, moreover, was already institutionalized with the expulsion of Jews and Muslims from Spain by the Catholic Kings in order to constitute a religiously homogeneous national territorial state.
